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Healthcare providers not only have to offer opti-
mal services to patients, but they must also 
worry about whether — and when — they will 
get paid. Slow, sporadic payments can place 
hospitals in tricky financial binds and providers 
are responsible for disbursing employees’ sal-
aries and replenishing supplies no matter how 
rocky their cash flows become.

Mitigating such accounts receivable (AR) 
issues and improving cash flow is possi-
ble, however, and healthcare entities can and 
should take advantage of solutions that reduce 
business-to-business (B2B) payment frictions. 
Providers can encourage insurers to stop pay-
ing via slow-moving paper checks, for example, 
or adopt software that can pre-review claims, 
increasing the chances that insurers will 
approve claims on the first try and sparing both 
parties from protracted disputes over insurer 
payment obligations. 

The B2B Healthcare Payments Report exam-
ines how healthcare providers are adopting 
new AR, claims submission and data sharing 
tools to get paid faster and with less hassle. 

AROUND THE B2B HEALTHCARE 
PAYMENTS SPACE

Many healthcare providers are slow to 
deploy modern AR solutions because facil-
ities with legacy systems in place are often 
concerned that modernizing will make it diffi-
cult to access and manage existing accounts. 
Content services and systems integration pro-
vider Flatirons Digital Innovations (FDI) recently 
took aim at this perception by launching a solu-
tion intended to pull legacy systems’ data into 
a central, modernized revenue cycle manage-
ment system. 

Hospitals’ struggles with legacy AR systems 
are also drawing attention from B2B financing 
companies, including Crestmark. The company 
recently debuted a new division that provides 
financing to help smooth providers’ cash flows 
when insurers are slow to pay. 

Other observers in the space believe that the 
work of easing cash flows must start with 
the beginning of the compensation cycle: the 
claims submission process. Healthcare solu-
tions company Sentry Data Systems recently 
released an offering to help hospitals review 

W H A T ’ S  I N S I D E

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191211005744/en/Flatirons-Digital-Innovations-Releases-Latest-Version-Flatirons
https://www.monitordaily.com/news-posts/crestmark-launches-healthcare-financial-services-division/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/sentry-data-systems-launches-pharmacy-claims-management-solution-to-help-reduce-denials-and-improve-claims-processing-300951206.html
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claims before sending them to insurers. The 
tool catches issues that could reduce initial 
claims’ approval likelihood, enabling proactive 
adjustments that could spare hospitals the 
pain and time of waiting for insurers’ responses, 
revising rejected claims and refiling them. 

OSCAR HEALTH’S TECHNOLOGY-
FIRST FOCUS FOR ACCELERATING B2B 
HEALTHCARE PAYMENTS

Healthcare providers can suffer throughout 
the insurance claims reimbursement process, 
meaning insurers that value their clients should 
work to minimize frictions. The right technol-
ogy can help, according to Brett Lotito, vice 
president of insurance operations at health 
insurance company Oscar Health. In this 
month’s Feature Story (p. 8), Lotito discusses 
how digital portals and automation systems 
can improve insurers’ and healthcare provid-
ers’ communications to support quicker claims 
processing, as well as the ways digital pay-
out methods can offer much-desired visibility 
and speed. 

DEEP DIVE: UNLOCKING BILLIONS IN 
HEALTHCARE REIMBURSEMENTS WITH 
DIGITAL TOOLS

Hospitals rely on insurers for reimbursement, 
but payments that should be quick often get 
held up if insurers do not approve initial claim 
submissions. Healthcare providers must then 
pass medical costs to patients, take revenue 
hits or fight rejected claims, meaning those 
concerned about their cash flows must adopt 
strategies to ensure that insurers pay their full 
shares on time. This month’s Deep Dive (p. 18) 
explores how digital tools can help providers 
prevent claims rejections to keep reimburse-
ments coming in. 

RAJESH VENKATESH
chief product officer at InstaReM

What kinds of AR improvements could help 
healthcare providers receive compensation 
from insurance companies faster and more 
efficiently?

DANIELLE K. WALLIS,

vice president and general manager for U.S. 
merchant services at American Express

Executive 
INSIGHT

“The healthcare landscape is still very paper-driven. 
From insurance claims to bills to checks, there is 
enormous opportunity to digitize the end-to-end 
process. Payment and collection is a logical area of 
opportunity [for improving] reconciliation, efficiencies 
and speed of pay for all the parties in the healthcare 
supply chain. Card-based payments can help reduce 
the task of payment [processing], which can save 
time and money for both the healthcare buyer and 
supplier. Digitizing this end-to-end process can help 
… and [give] all parties in the healthcare life cycle a 
more seamless and secure way to pay. Mobile, por-
tals [and] tokenized emails are all ways to improve the 
payment process.  

At American Express, our teams remain focused on 
AR automation to [grant] healthcare providers the 
ability to accelerate the end-to-end invoice-to-cash 
process for our healthcare suppliers. The benefit 
[of] our American Express business model is that 
we manage both the buyer and the supplier relation-
ships, so we are uniquely able to customize solutions 
to meet healthcare customers’ needs on both sides.”

https://www.hioscar.com/
https://www.instarem.com/
https://www.americanexpress.com


Amount the U.S.  
is projected to  
spend on healthcare  
by 2027

$6T 

Value of healthcare 
providers’ 2018 
unreimbursed and 
uncompensated  
care costs 

$12.8M

Typical cost to process 
30 billion healthcare 
transactions

$250B

Estimated annual savings 
as a result of  
digitized claims  
status inquiries

$2.3B

FIVE 
FAST 

FACTS

Portion of total 2018 
U.S. health spending 
conducted by private 
businesses

19.9%
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https://getreferralmd.com/2016/08/30-healthcare-statistics-keep-hospital-executives-night/
https://www.cms.gov/research-statistics-data-and-systems/statistics-trends-and-reports/nationalhealthexpenddata/nhe-fact-sheet
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Payments between insurance companies 
and their healthcare provider partners can 
cause stress for both parties. Delays always 
exist between treatments and compensation, 
and that lag can strain budgets as healthcare 
providers must continue with their regular pur-
chasing and payroll obligations while waiting. 

Physicians who become too frustrated by the 
administrative headaches of filing claims and 
fighting rejections may even decide against 
accepting insurance plans entirely, preferring 

limiting their customer reach to suffering reim-
bursement hassles. 

Insurance companies must make these pro-
cesses as swift and convenient as possible to 
retain and grow their healthcare provider part-
ner bases. PYMNTS recently caught up with 
Brett Lotito, vice president of insurance oper-
ations at health insurance company Oscar 
Health, for greater insights into the chal-
lenges insurers face when providing speedy 
compensation. 

Oscar Health’s Tech-First Focus For 
Accelerating B2B Healthcare Payments

https://www.hioscar.com/
https://www.hioscar.com/
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LETTING DATA — AND MONEY — FLOW

Approximately 375,000 individual members 
are currently enrolled in Oscar Health’s plans, 
and the company serves an additional 20,000 
patients through Medicare Advantage and 
small-group insurance. Claims disbursements 
to these patients’ providers can hit snags when 
data is missing or unclear, though. 

“When it comes to paying our provider part-
ners, health insurance companies like Oscar 
face very similar challenges to what members 
face when going to get care,” Lotito explained. 
“The underlying healthcare system is broken 
and data systems are a bit disparate.”

Insurers assess claims before issuing funds to 
determine whether treatments were genuine 
medical necessities covered by their contracts, 
and they must also ensure they possess all the 
data they need about providers. Firms must 
double-check information about providers’ 
systems and ensure that addresses and spe-
cialties are all accurate.

Oscar Health takes a technology-based 
approach to tackling these tasks, creating a 
digital portal that healthcare providers can use 
to update details and verify the kinds of submit-
ted evidence they will need to justify different 
treatments. This ensures that providers include 
all necessary information in their claims, reduc-
ing rejection odds. They can also use the portal 
to confirm the services covered in different 

patients’ plans, which is helpful in comparing 
care options. 

The company also tries to automate its 
assessments to be faster than manual review 
processes. Oscar Health automatically adjudi-
cates approximately 92 percent of submitted 
claims, compared to only 60 percent three 
years ago, Lotito said. Technology has enabled 
the insurer to reduce claims processing win-
dows to a median of five days.

“We try to codify the decisions that [our claims 
processing teams] need to make based on the 
data that drives the workflows they have,” he 
explained. “If we can codify appropriately, we 
can then use our systems and tools to auto-
mate those decisions. That’s a way we can 
drive the average [claims processing time] 
way down.”

ISSUING FUNDS

Oscar Health prefers to pay its partners’ 
approved claims digitally through automated 
clearing house (ACH) transactions or 835, an 
automated electronic funds transfer system 
commonly used for healthcare claims pay-
ments. Digital transfers are quick, low-cost, 
easily trackable and can deliver payments 
with little lag between issuing and receipt. 
Healthcare provider partners frequently want 
to know when — or if — they can expect reim-
bursements, so solutions with only minor 
latency periods are particularly useful.

https://techcrunch.com/2020/01/13/oscar-health-now-has-400000-members-and-expects-to-bring-in-2-billion-by-the-end-of-2020/
https://www.uhcprovider.com/en/resource-library/edi/edi-835.html
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“We’d much rather do electronic payments [so] 
we can track that payments go out and provid-
ers receive them,” Lotito explained. “We try to 
steer as many of our providers as we can to 
electronic payments because that way we can 
communicate more information to them about 
what we paid for, how we paid for it, why we 
covered it in a certain way or why we didn’t 
cover something. [Digital payment methods 
help us] make sure we are paying claims accu-
rately and compliantly with all the markets we 
are operating in — and, clearly, so the players 
know what decisions we’re making and why.”

Healthcare providers across all markets 
and types do not mirror insurers’ electronic 

payments demands, he added. Oscar Health 
has found that many still have systems geared 
toward manual payments, so the firm believes 
its offerings must meet these differing needs. 

The B2B healthcare payments market is com-
plex, and many insurance companies and 
healthcare providers are striving to achieve 
more streamlined claims processing and easier, 
swifter reimbursements. Much work remains, 
but stakeholders are already making strides. A 
willingness to seek out technological tools to 
support fast and flexible disbursements may 
go a long way toward making B2B healthcare 
payments easier for all involved.  
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Cards for B2B 
healthcare spending
U.S. BANK, INWORKS PARTNER ON 
VIRTUAL B2B HEALTHCARE PAYMENTS

The fifth-largest bank in the U.S. has teamed up 
with healthcare-focused accounts payable (AP) 
automation company Inworks to digitize and 
facilitate the medical sector’s B2B payments. 
U.S. Bank brings virtual payment card capabili-
ties and existing healthcare client relationships 
to the partnership that began last summer, and 
the AP automation firm supplies its Intelligent 
Pay B2B payments platform. The collaborative 
solution supports digital transactions in various 
payment types between suppliers and health-
care organizations and will now include U.S. 
Bank’s virtual payment card offering. It also pro-
vides transaction tracking and management. 
U.S. Bank’s senior vice president of corporate 
payment systems, Nicole Tackett, said that 
healthcare systems will benefit from digital 
payments’ efficiency. 

JPMORGAN BUYS DIGITAL 
HEALTHCARE PAYMENTS PLATFORM 

Another major U.S. bank is turning to med-
ical payments, with JPMorgan Chase & Co. 
spending more than $500 million to acquire 
medical payments technology company 
InstaMed, which provides medical billing auto-
mation and facilitates healthcare transactions 
between medical providers, insurance plans, 
health maintenance organizations (HMOs) and 
patients. InstaMed processed $94 billion in 
payments in 2018.

The acquisition is timely as U.S. healthcare 
spending is slated to hit $6 trillion by 2027. 
JPMorgan’s head of wholesale payments, 
Takis Georgakopoulos, said that 90 percent of 
health providers use paper-based billing, but 
InstaMed’s network and digital platform will 
smooth the flow of funds between providers, 
payers and consumers. The offering supports 
a variety of digital transaction methods, includ-
ing card payments. 

N E W S  &  T R E N D S

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/inworks-u-bank-join-forces-120000739.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/inworks-u-bank-join-forces-120000739.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/17/jp-morgan-buys-instamed-in-biggest-acquisition-since-financial-crisis.html
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AR data management 
tools to help with 
payments
COLLECT RX ANNOUNCES DATA 
AGGREGATOR FOR REIMBURSEMENTS

Healthcare providers often struggle to receive 
reimbursements from insurance companies, 
and partial or slow-to-arrive payments can 
seriously damage their bottom lines. Out-of-
network providers can be especially vulnerable 
to denied claims or urged to accept low reim-
bursement rates. Out-of-network healthcare 
claim reimbursement services and solutions 
provider Collect Rx is seeking to resolve this 
problem by launching a new tool that gives med-
ical providers comprehensive aggregated data 
that can persuade insurance companies to pay. 

The CRXISelect solution builds on the compa-
ny’s previously released business intelligence 
offering and provides details on insurance 
companies’ payment rates for related ser-
vices in similar locations, enabling providers to 
fight for those same rates. Collect RX asserts 
that its tool increases payouts by an aver-
age of 59 percent for prenegotiated rates and 
87 percent over original payouts for qualified 
post-payment appeals.  

APERVITA RAISES $22M TO DEVELOP 
DATA SHARING TECHNOLOGY FOR 
INSURANCE AND HEALTHCARE 
PROVIDERS 

Some companies believe improving insurance 
and healthcare claims data flows between 
insurance plans and care providers can make 
payment management more efficient. Data 

https://www.prweb.com/releases/collect_rx_announces_the_launch_of_crxiselect_the_all_in_one_solution_for_identifying_out_of_network_claims_candidates_for_appeal_of_underpayments_and_denials/prweb16736887.htm
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sharing startup Apervita, which offers a plat-
form to do just that, recently drew $22 million 
in fresh funding from companies like Baird 
Capital, Optum Ventures and Pritzker Group 
Venture Capital, bringing its total fundraising to 
$43 million. 

Apervita merged with Qcentive, a company 
that provides software to help insurers create 
contracts with hospitals, earlier this year. The 
combined entity, which operates under the 
former’s name, asserts it decreases adminis-
trative expenses for more than 2,000 hospitals. 
Apervita plans to focus its new funding on 
product development, sales and marketing 
initiatives. 

FDI DATA TOOL TO SUPPORT LEGACY 
AR MANAGEMENT, SYSTEM UPGRADES 

Healthcare providers may be tempted by tech-
nologies and software systems that promise 
to decrease expenses, yet they remain leery to 
adopt them. Many are particularly reluctant to 
upgrade their AR systems, fearing that doing so 
will complicate accessing information regard-
ing outstanding AR. Healthcare providers 
that sever their ability to manage outstanding 
receivables run the risk of nonpayment.  

Content services and systems integration pro-
vider Flatirons Digital Innovations (FDI) believes 
the solution lies in data management tools 
that can pull information from legacy sources 
into a central system. The company recently 
announced a new version of its Flatirons Digital 
Hub for Healthcare revenue cycle management 
tool that reportedly supports checking AR 
balances, viewing and searching transaction 

histories, reviewing information on accounts 
paid by multiple parties like private insurance 
or Medicare and exporting AR data. The tool 
aims to help healthcare entities tied up in merg-
ers and acquisitions blend companies’ patient 
records into single databases while keeping 
electronic health records (EHR) and payment 
information easily available for audits, internal 
reviews and machine learning (ML) analysis.

Cash flow frictions and 
AR fixes
HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS SEE MORE 
OF THEIR COSTS GO UNCOMPENSATED

Hospitals are struggling to stay funded because 
they are receiving fewer reimbursements for 
the care they provide. Healthcare providers 
are left shouldering the expenses when pro-
grams like the Children’s Health Insurance 
Program (CHIP) or Medicaid do not cover full 
medical costs, when patients fail to pay their 
shares of bills or when providers extend free 
or discounted services to those in need. This 
problem is worsening as healthcare bills rise: 
Total uncompensated care costs went up from 
$11.2 million in 2015 to $12.8 million in 2018.

Industry entities are left shortchanged or 
must turn to lawsuits when patients can-
not pay their shares, a problem unlikely to go 
away. An increasing number of consumers 
are being pushed into health insurance plans 
with high deductibles: The average deduct-
ible tripled between 2009 and 2019 to $1,655 
for employees with single coverage. Wages for 
most Americans have largely flattened during 

https://www.americaninno.com/chicago/funding-chicago/healthcare-startup-apervita-raises-22m/
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191211005744/en/Flatirons-Digital-Innovations-Releases-Latest-Version-Flatirons
https://www.fdiinc.com/products/flatirons-digital-hub/
https://www.modernhealthcare.com/operations/hospitals-uncompensated-care-continues-rise
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/08/us/hospitals-lawsuits-medical-debt.html
https://www.epi.org/pay/
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this time period, too, raising the odds that con-
sumers will be unable to keep up. Healthcare 
premiums regularly climb, furthering the gap 
between consumers’ funds and their capabili-
ties to pay. This trend explains the expanding 
gap between what healthcare providers charge 
for services and the amounts they actually 
receive: Uncompensated costs at hospitals 
with more than 250 beds rose 6.2 percent each 
year between 2015 and 2018, and those at hos-
pitals with fewer than 25 beds rose 8.5 percent 
annually during that time. 

TSI ACQUIRES ALLTRAN BRANCH TO 
CONNECT WITH MORE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES, FI CUSTOMERS 

Such cash flow obstacles mean hospitals 
must ensure they collect on claims wherever 
possible. AR management and healthcare 
revenue cycle solutions provider Transworld 

Systems Inc. (TSI) is hoping to assist, boosting 
its offerings by entering a deal to purchase 
the financial services branch of revenue cycle 
management company Alltran. The arm pro-
vides AR management for the automotive, debt 
buyer, financial services and marketplace lend-
ing sectors and manages more than 180,000 
accounts containing more than $600 million 
worth of receivables. TSI hopes the move will 
help it reach more U.S. financial institution (FI) 
customers.

The purchase combines TSI’s 2,400 employees 
with Alltran Financial Service’s 900 workers 
and is slated for completion in early 2020. It 
follows two other TSI acquisitions this year: 
Altisource Portfolio Solutions’ financial ser-
vices business and Credit Bureau of Lancaster 
County’s collection portfolio. The former let TSI 
expand its presence in India and the Philippines 

N E W S  &  T R E N D S

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/transworld-systems-inc-acquire-alltrans-160700865.html
https://www.accountsrecovery.net/2019/12/04/tsi-acquires-alltran-financial-services/
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and allowed it to build out its customer relation-
ship management solutions, including AR. TSI 
made the latter acquisition to grow its health-
care reach in the mid-Atlantic. 

CRESTMARK DEBUTS HEALTHCARE AR 
FINANCING DIVISION

B2B lending and financing-focused savings 
bank Crestmark is also wading into the health-
care financing space, recently announcing a 
new division to help healthcare businesses 
cope with overdue AR. Crestmark president 
Mick Goik said that these entities need help 
when insurance companies’ slow payments 
cause cash flow interruptions, but that banks 
and other credit providers traditionally have not 
stepped up enough. Crestmark aims to bridge 
this gap, partnering with consulting firms that 
can help clients improve their revenue cycles. 
It already served healthcare sector clients prior 
to the launch but will now target more of its 
financing support to the industry. 

N E W S  &  T R E N D S

https://www.accountsrecovery.net/2019/04/01/transworld-buys-financial-services-arm-of-altisource-including-nationwide-credit/
https://www.accountsrecovery.net/2019/05/07/transworld-systems-inc-acquires-collections-business-from-the-credit-bureau-of-lancaster-county-inc/
https://www.monitordaily.com/news-posts/crestmark-launches-healthcare-financial-services-division/
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Healthcare providers must carefully safe-
guard their cash flows to operate, but many 
face hurdles to getting fully compensated for 
provided services. The American Hospital 
Association (AHA) told PYMNTS via email that 
hospitals often prefer that insurance compa-
nies pay them through the low-cost, digital 
Healthcare Electronic Funds Transfer standard. 
Hospitals otherwise may get paid via paper 
check or virtual cards, but AHA said the high 
processing charges associated with the latter 
make it particularly undesirable. 

Many steps precede insurers’ fund disburse-
ments, however. Reports show that healthcare 
providers can struggle to earn medical claim 
approvals. They must then decide whether to 
handle rejected claims by shifting bill respon-
sibility to patients — a tricky move, given that 
many are too financially burdened to pay on 
time — or simply go unpaid for completed work. 
Those seeking to avoid such budgetary pains 
must encourage insurers to send electronic 
fund transfers (EFTs) as soon as possible. 

One key intervention focuses on strategically 
filing claims to maximize approval odds, which 
can smooth healthcare providers’ cash flows. 
The B2B reimbursement process is complicated 

and slow, however, and confusing legacy prac-
tices only exacerbate its drawbacks. Medical 
staff first record patients’ diagnoses and treat-
ments via descriptions and medical codes in 
their notes and later send this information to 
patients’ insurance companies by postal mail, 
electronic submissions or third-party clear-
ing houses. Insurers review these claims and 
determine the share they will pay based on 
healthcare provider contracts, plan coverages 
and internal evaluations of necessity, among 
other factors, then deliver reimbursements 
or reject the claims. Denials force healthcare 
providers to directly bill patients, give up on 
compensation or adjust their documentation 
and resubmit, creating other frictions.

Care providers are not helpless, however, and 
should respond to these growing compensa-
tion frictions by modernizing their AR practices 
and automating and digitizing filing and man-
agement systems. The following Deep Dive 
examines how such upgraded claims pro-
cesses could give healthcare providers faster 
reimbursements. 

THE HIGH COSTS OF CLAIMS ERRORS

Providers work several compensation models 
into their health insurance contracts, typically 

D E E P  D I V E

How Digital Upgrades Help  
Healthcare Providers’ Cash Flows

https://www.modernhealthcare.com/operations/hospitals-uncompensated-care-continues-rise
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submitting claims to firms for full or partial 
remuneration. Insurers review the claims to 
determine which prescriptions, procedures 
and supplies are covered under patients’ plans 
and then reimburse healthcare providers for 
valid claims. 

Alternative B2B payment structures are also 
being explored. Value-based care models see 
insurers pay hospitals based on the health of 
covered patient populations and the quality of 
services provided, rather than the specific treat-
ments administered. One type of value-based 
care is bundled payments, which are handled 
in several ways. Insurers can pay healthcare 
providers in a lump sum that is then pay for 
all services administered and physicians. The 
sum may represent projected costs associated 
with particular medical conditions, and health-
care providers then pocket the difference if 
they spend below that amount and eat the 
costs if they go over.

Reimbursement methods in which provid-
ers submit claims for specific treatments 
and then wait to be compensated for the 
costs of each remain common, despite some 
appetite for exploring different models. This 
standard practice is not without pains, how-
ever. Misunderstandings can turn would-be 
approvals into denials for claims affecting ser-
vices covered by patients’ insurance plans, and 
procedure explanations or billable item code 
errors are often at fault. Hospitals faced 270 
billion initial denials in 2016, one report noted, 
and another found $262 billion worth of claims 
— 9 percent of the $3 trillion submitted — were 

initially denied that year, though 63 percent of 
the latter were later successfully appealed. 

UPGRADING INSURANCE CLAIMS FOR 
THE 21ST CENTURY

Healthcare providers may find disputing 
rejected claims and adjusting them for reap-
praisal to be overwhelming. Technological 
updates can help, and switching to electronic 
filing from paper can improve accuracy and 
efficiency. The nonprofit Council for Affordable 
Quality Healthcare reported in 2015 that pro-
viders spent $0.35 per electronically submitted 
claim — a significant savings over the average 
paper-based claim cost of $1.36.   

Automated systems can also be trained to 
examine billing and coding accuracy, confirm 
that billed items are covered by plans and even 
alert remediation specialists to entries unlikely 
to be approved. This enables personnel to pro-
actively tailor claims and possibly avoid lengthy 
denial and readjustment processes.  

Numerous hurdles block healthcare provid-
ers from receiving full, speedy compensation 
for their work, but newer technologies could 
improve their chances of reimbursement and 
relax budgetary constraints. Claim-filing soft-
ware solutions can play important roles in 
helping them improve their cash flows by 
reducing the likelihood that insurers will refuse 
bills, the first barrier standing in the way of 
insurers issuing timely digital payments. Such 
offerings can be powerful additions to health-
care providers’ payments technology toolkits 
and make revenue collection smoother.

https://www.medicalbillingandcoding.org/health-insurance-guide/understanding-medical-bills/
https://revcycleintelligence.com/features/what-is-value-based-care-what-it-means-for-providers
https://revcycleintelligence.com/news/understanding-the-basics-of-bundled-payments-in-healthcare
https://innovation.cms.gov/initiatives/bundled-payments/
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/payer-issues/how-to-solve-healthcare-s-accounts-receivable-problem.html
https://www.healthcarefinancenews.com/news/change-healthcare-analysis-shows-262-million-medical-claims-initially-denied-meaning-billions
http://www.healthcarerevenuesolutions.org/are-automated-systems-the-best-option-for-hospital-billing/
https://www.availity.com/resources/blog/why-should-providers-file-claims-electronically
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PYMNTS.com is where the best minds and the best content meet on the 
web to learn about “What’s Next” in payments and commerce. Our interac-
tive platform is reinventing the way companies in payments share relevant 
information about the initiatives that make news and shape the future of 
this dynamic sector. Our data and analytics team includes economists, 
data scientists and industry analysts who work with companies to mea-
sure and quantify the innovations at the cutting edge of this new world.

American Express is a globally integrated payments com-
pany, providing customers with access to products, insights and 
experiences that enrich lives and build business success. Learn more at  
americanexpress.com, and connect with us on Facebook, Instagram, 
LinkedIn, Twitter, and YouTube.

Key links to products, services and corporate responsibility information: 
charge and credit cards, B2B supplier center, business credit cards, travel 
services, gift cards, prepaid cards, merchant services, Accertify, InAuth, 
corporate card, business travel and corporate responsibility.

We are interested in your feedback on this report. If you have questions, 
comments or would like to subscribe to this report, please email us at 
feedback@pymnts.com.
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